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Damage to first wall materials from impact of runaway electrons (RE) generated in disruptions 

remains a concern for future tokamaks, however little information exists on the spatial structure 

and dynamics of RE impact on the tokamak first wall. We study REs generated in rapid shutdown 

of initially quiescent discharges by 2.7 mm diameter cryogenic argon pellets. Using a new hard 

x-ray (HXR) scintillator array consisting of 20 detectors distributed around the outside of the 

DIII-D vacuum vessel, we observe three distinct temporal phases in the evolution of HXRs 

emitted by RE impact with the first wall, with strong spatial and temporal variations. 

First, immediately after the thermal quench a small ~10 kA RE population impacts the 

divertor and outboard midplane limiters. This de-confinement of REs impacts strongest at the 

outer divertor strikepoint, consistent with NIMROD simulations. 

Second, during the subsequent current quench, the runaway electron current grows and can 

persist for up to 100 ms. This growth may be consistent with the predicted avalanche 

multiplication of runaway electrons. Weaker toroidally symmetric HXR emission during this 

quiescent phase suggests a slow diffusive loss of REs into the edge of the now main chamber-

limited RE current. During this phase, numerous brief <1 ms spatially localized HXR bursts also 

occur. 

Finally, the remaining RE current of >100 kA impacts in a rapid ~1 ms strike to the main 

chamber wall, exhibiting strong toroidal asymmetry possibly due to a kink instability in the RE 

beam. 

In addition to spatial information, co-located scintillators with variable amounts of lead 

shielding reveal energy information, indicating that REs reach energies of >10 MeV before the 

final wall strike, consistent with 0D calculations. 
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